For meal portioning
and crockery clearance.

N series CONVEYOR BELT WITH VIPLA SYSTEM

N

series

Particularly suitable for portioning
and distribution hospital meals.

VIPLA
COSTRCUTION:
Sliding surface entirely in 18/10 stainless steel (AISI 304).
18/10 stainless steel supporting frame and legs with adjustable feet
for levelling (+/- 15 mm).
Damp-proof belt suitable for contact with foodstuff (FDA / USDA certification)
consisting of a layer of polyurethane coated with white PVC.
Belt width: mm 300.

DIMENSIONS:
Carcass width 500 mm.
Carcass height: 150 mm.
Conveyor belt height: 900 mm. (to sliding plane)

OPTIONAL EXTRA’ S
Tray stop by mechanical limit switch.

N SERIES - CONFIGURATION:
Each conveyor belt consist of a drive and control station, a trasmission
part and one or more rectilinear parts.
Drive and control station is the part which is placed at and of belt (tray
arrival) and includes all towing, speed adjustment and control parts.

Tray stop by photo electric sensor.
Start / Stop pedal switch.
Supplementary emergency STOP switch.
Electrical speed regulator.
220 - 240 V EEC approved interlocked electrical sockets-outlets.
PVC impact strip on both sides of conveyor belt.
Application of 500 x 500 mm. fixed side shelf for tray inspection.

Trasmission part is placed at beginning of belt (tray departure) and holds
the belt stretching and trasmission parts.

Application of 500 x 500 mm. collapsible shelf for trays.

Rectilinear part is the basic for composing path of a conveyor belt.

This will bring conveyor belt height to 1020 mm.

Mounted on 100 mm Ø wheels with pedal brake.

PC series CONVEYOR BELT WITH POLICORD SYSTEM

PC

P O L I C O RD

series

CONSTRUCTION:

Particularly suitable for trays
recovery.

Sliding surface entirely in 18/10 stainless steel (AISI 304) with 40 mm. side edges.
18/10 stainless steel supporting frame and legs with adjustable feet for
levelling (+/- 15 mm).
Equipped with two parallel running circular cords spaced 220 mm. apart, made of
moisture-proof polyurethane and suitable for foodstuffs contact.
Belt thickness, Ø : 15 mm.

45° corner part

90° corner part
DIMENSIONS:
Carcass width 500 mm.
Carcass height: 180 mm.
Conveyor belt height: 900 mm. (to sliding plane)

PC SERIES - CONFIGURATION:
Drive and control station with
automatic stacking.

OPTIONAL EXTRA’ S
Tray stop by mechanical limit switch (for meals distribution).
Tray stop by photoelectric sensor (for trays recovery and clearing).
Start / Stop pedal switch.
Supplementary emergency STOP switch.
Electrical speed regulator.
220 - 240 V EEC approved interlocked electrical sockets-oulets.
PVC impact strip on both sides of conveyor belt.
Application of 500 x 500 mm. fixed side shelf for tray inspection.
Application of 500 x 500 mm. collapsible shelf for trays inspection.
Mounting on 100 mm ø wheels with pedal brake. This will bring
conveyor belt height to 1020 mm.

Each conveyor belt consist of a drive and control station, a trasmission part,
one or more rectilinear and 90°/45° corner part. For conveyor which exceeds 15 lm,
a towing, and trasmission middle part every 10 m is required.
Drive and control station is the part which is placed at end of belt (tray arrival)
and includes all towing, speed adjustment and control parts. Its power allows towing,
up to 9 lm. Over that lenght, conveyor system is to be equipped with a “towing and
transmission middle station”.
Two version available:
Trays automatic stacking version (to levelling trolleys).
Trays preparation version (as for “Vipla” conveyor belt).
Transmission part is placed at the beginning of belt (tray departure) and holds
transmission parts.
Rectilinelar part is the basic for composing path of a conveyor belt.
90° corner part is inserted anywhere in path of conveyor system, it allows any change
of direction with a 90° or 45° angle according to needs with a 650 mm. middle radius.
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DRIVE AND CONTROL STATION

AVAILABLE MODELS:
Models

mm.

N-3

PC - 3

3000 x 500 x 900

N-4

PC - 4

4000 x 500 x 900

N-6

PC - 6

6000 x 500 x 900

N-8

PC - 8

8000 x 500 x 900

N - 10

PC - 10

10000 x 500 x 900

Models 0,5 m. and models
exceeding 10 m. are available upon
request.

SERIE

N series

PC series

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

N PC

Motorised unit with speed (380 V 3Ph-E/ 50Hz-Kw 0,37) complete with all electrical and mechanical parts of conveyor belts / policord set-up.
Adjustable speed from 5 to 20 m/min with adjustable flywheel placed on motor unit.
Switch cabinet preset for plugs connection of plugs, if required.
Main switch (power).
Push botton panel (start / stop) with indicator signal.
One emergency STOP switch.
Dirt scraper with conveying chute.
Conforming to EEC 89/392 Directive and next updatings.
Switch cabinet, push-button panels and plugs are IP65 protected. (specify position on ordering).
Conveyor cords are assembled for lengts up to 5 m.
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Tel. +39 02.98.28.11.46 / +39 02.98.28.94.61
Fax +39 02.98.81.037
E-mail: info@fimi-inox.it
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